
 

 

 

 

 

2017 Year End 

             Value Contrarian Equity Fund 

 

Dear Partners, 
 

 

A gazelle must run faster than the fastest lion or be eaten. A 

lion needs to outrun the slowest gazelle or starve. It doesn’t 

matter whether you are a lion or a gazelle...When the sun comes 

up, you’d better be running. 

 

   Dwayne Andreas 

Late CEO 

     Archer Daniels Midland 

 

 

 

The bottom line…is that some people are excited about the 

fundamentals (earnings), and others are wary of asset prices 

(valuations).  Both positions have merit, but as is often the 

case, the hard part is figuring out which one to weight more 

heavily. 

Fear of missing out (or “FOMO”) is one of the more powerful 

reasons for investor aggressiveness, and also one of the most 

dangerous. 

 
Howard Marks 

January 2018 

OakTree Capital Management 

 

 
 
 



 
 

The  

 

2017 was the year of a unique type of “extreme”. In this case, investors experienced a 

year of extreme “low volatility”. For more than a year, the major stock market indices failed 

to register a single 5%-10% correction. In fact, throughout 2017, the markets did not suffer 

more than a 3% decline. This extended period of low volatility is certainly not the norm. It 

also has set the stage for 2018 to be a year of much greater extremes and volatility. 

 

By year-end, the speculative juices were certainly flowing, as witnessed by the meteoric rise 

of Bitcoin and the popularity of FAANG stocks (Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix & 

Google). When your Fund’s administrative staff is suddenly inquiring about Bitcoin, you 

know that trouble cannot be too far off. 

 

Bitcoin & FAANG stocks were being embraced by a whole new breed of investors – the 

Millennial generation. These are tech growth companies with unassailable franchises. They 

are either dominating the competition or disrupting their industry. Yes, they are “superior 

businesses” and produce loads of free cash flow. 

 

The problem with Millennial investing, is that most have never experienced a gut-

wrenching bear market (25%-35%) decline. Moreover, these inexperienced investors have 

never been exposed to the situation whereby the premium investors have been willing to 

pay for growth stocks, goes too far, and consequently, such stocks can stagnate for a 

decade, as they grow into their share price. 

 

Cisco, Microsoft, Philip Morris (the latter a Nifty Fifty company of the 70’s), and Home 

Depot, are a few historical examples of companies that continued to grow healthy annual 

profits, but whose stock price took a decade or more to reach new highs. 

 

Perhaps, 2018 is that “inflection point” for the FAANG stocks – peak stock prices, despite 

many more years of higher future profits. Only in hindsight, will we know if 2018 was the 

year whereby the premium paid for FAANG growth, had gone too far. 

market story of 2016 was the resurrection of commodity prices from the living dead. 

Coal, oil, copper, gold and iron-ore all benefited from significant rallies. With 

commodity prices roaring back, so did the TSX Index (+21%) in 2016. 

 

By January 2016, the 14-month Canadian bear market finally bottomed out. Moreover, 

financial publication front covers were predicting the collapse of oil to twenty dollars a  

 



2017 Performance: + 5.5% 

 

 
Though markets are generally rational, they occasionally do crazy 

things…What investors then need instead is an ability to both 

disregard mob fears or excess enthusiasms (greed) and to focus on a 

few simple fundamentals. A willingness to look unimaginative 

(wrong) for a sustained period – or even to look foolish – is also 

essential  

 

 
Warren Buffett 

Berkshire Hathaway Annual Letter 

February 24, 2018 

 
December 31, 2016 – $ 3, 593 (NAVPS after distributions) 

December 31, 2017 – $ 3,791 (NAVPS before distributions) 

December 31, 2017 – $ 318 (Distribution per unit) 

December 31, 2017 – $ 3,471 (NAVPS after distributions)  

 

Your Fund ended the year with a net asset value of $ 3,471 per unit.  

 

With respect to the Value Contrarian Fund, 2017 was a year overwhelmingly characterized 

by selling, rather than buying. Your manager initiated 23 equity-sell transactions, as 

opposed to 7 buy transactions. We are certainly not making the brokerage community rich 

through excessive trading. If our remuneration was based mainly on trading activity, we 

would be considered a complete failure. Our goal is not to produce “activity” for the sake 

of “doing something”. Rather, we strive to be disciplined investors, even if that means 

sitting on our hands and looking wrong. Just because the next guy is cliff jumping – doesn’t 

mean we also have to be cliff jumpers. 

 

We realize that the tax burden on your VC Fund units in 2017 were above the prior years’ 

norm. Simply stated, we incurred significant capital gains during the year. Capital gains are 

more likely to occur later in the business/stock market cycle, as our cyclical investments 

become fully valued and Ben de-risks the Fund’s portfolio. For those of you who have an 

aversion to paying taxes, we suffer the same aversion. Nonetheless, we would rather pay 

our fair share, especially when a particular investment becomes fully valued.  

On a brighter note, for 2018, your VC Fund distribution will certainly be significantly less. 

This will result in a much lower tax burden for all taxable unit holders.  



 

For calendar year 2017, the S&P 500 index rose 21.8%, the Dow 28.1%, and the TSX 

Composite index rose 9.1%. The TSX was weighed down by rising interest rates, 

oils/pipelines/utilities, and the lack of a significant growth technology sector. 

 

The last time your manager suffered a significant divergence from the broad indices was in 

1999, the year of Nortel. However, one year later, we all know what happened to the 

tech/telecom boom. It was also the start of a two-year bear market. 

Our 23% cash position at year-end 2017 may look foolish in the short-term, but we are long-

term value players, and very patient. Capital preservation is one of our highest priorities 

when investing your assets (as well as mine). Our 28-year track record has shown that your 

manager will look “unimaginative” or even “foolish” for significant periods. Investor greed 

and FOMO (Fear of Missing Out) certainly comes to the fore, nine years into the stock 

market cycle.  

 

We are often asked, what is meant by “Contrarian” investing. It’s always easiest to give 

concrete examples, such as buying energy stocks in late 2015 early 2016. 

Today, there is another classic example - Kinder Morgan, majority owner (70%) of the Trans 

Mountain pipeline (Kinder Morgan Canada). This controversial pipeline expansion project 

is a business and stock that fits with your Fund manager’s goal of purchasing out of favor, 

quality businesses, at a reasonable valuation.  

 

For those with patience, there are always investment opportunities, even nine years into the 

business cycle. We have never owned a pipeline business before. Kinder Morgan Canada is 

now about to enter one of our top 10 holdings.  

 

What do we like about the Trans Mountain pipeline expansion project? Canada is endowed 

with the third largest oil reserves in the world. We need additional infrastructure to move 

our growing oil production onto world markets. Presently, our oil is sold at a massive 

discount below world prices. Basically, we are captive to one buyer - the American market. 

The expansion project will triple the capacity of the existing Trans Mountain pipeline. Most 

importantly, it will allow Alberta’s oil to reach tide water, and thereby Asian and world 

markets.  

 

At Value Contrarian Asset Management, we like to buy “great businesses” with large 

“economic moats” surrounding them. How many businesses does one get to invest in, 

whereby it is almost guaranteed that there won’t be any new direct competition for the next 

25 years or more. Once completed, construction of any new pipelines to the Pacific Ocean 

through British Columbia, will be almost politically impossible.  

 



This past week, your Fund received an early Christmas gift. More specifically, Kinder 

Morgan management threatened to abandon the project if the B.C. government roadblocks 

were not resolved by May 31. As a result, Kinder Morgan Canada’s stock suffered a steep, 

but temporary panic selloff. At the end of the day, the prime minister quickly agreed to 

seek a compromise solution. This would likely entail guaranteeing Kinder Morgan Canada 

against political risks (through backstopping the company with public money). Should 

Kinder Morgan decide to walk away from an untenable project, the federal government 

could always step in and initiate a takeover bid for the company. 

 

Even if the Trans Mountain pipeline expansion is never built, the company has minimal 

debt, excellent legacy assets, and is well managed. While we wait, investors receive a secure 

4% dividend. (dividend yield assumes purchases made under $16). Of course, if over the 

next 20 years, Canadians all transition to electric vehicles, we may not be needing that extra 

oil pipeline capacity. For now, your manager is sticking with oil and the combustion 

engine. 

 

This February’s ten percent correction in Toronto, enabled your Fund to take an opening 

position in a new and exciting Canadian pharma company. This Montreal based company 

is run by an experienced local entrepreneur with a proven track-record of creating obscene 

amounts of shareholder wealth.  

 

The company is now sitting with approximately half a billion dollars in cash. Its stock price 

is trading slightly above the cash and investments in the business. In our previous 

experience with this pharma entrepreneur, good timing, smart acquisitions, and a dose of 

foreign tax policy good luck, propelled his former company’s share price from $4 dollars, to 

well over $104 dollars, before being acquired. 

 

What are the risks? Unfortunately, today asset values are not as discounted as they once 

were in the late nineties. Nor is our entrepreneur’s business strategy able to fly under the 

radar as in the past. Today, there is an excess amount of private equity capital sloshing 

around the globe looking for similar deals. This time around, we’d be happy with a        

“five bagger” on our original investment. Although a long shot, there is always the 

possibility that our entrepreneur is able to buy back his old company at a discount. Always 

better to buy the devil you know. 

 

 

Over the next few years, we will be accumulating additional shares in this Canadian 

pharma company. One never knows if or when a major acquisition, at the right price, will 

appear. That could happen in five months or five years down the road. Deal hungry 

investment bankers would certainly be happier the sooner this company spends its half 

billion-dollar cash pile. Fortunately, your Fund manager is a very patient investor. 



 

 

OUTLOOK 2018 

 
 

Israel and Iran…seem to be heading for a High Noon shootout in Syria 

over Iran’s attempts to turn Syria into a forward air base against Israel, 

something Israel is vowing to never let happen. 

…For the first time ever — Israel and Iran have begun quietly trading 

blows directly, not through proxies, in Syria. 

Israel and Iran are now a hair-trigger away from going to the next 

level… 

 

 
Thomas Friedman 

NY Times Columnist 
April 15, 2018 

 

 

 

There is zero chance Israel will make the (same) mistake it made in 

Lebanon — of letting Hezbollah establish a massive missile threat 

there — by letting Iran do the same directly in Syria. 

Now you can understand why (Iran/Israel/Syria) it is such a dangerous 

situation.  

 
Thomas Friedman 

NY Times Columnist 
April 15, 2018 

 

 

 

 

If the future driver of stock returns was solely corporate “earnings outlook”, 2018 

would be headed for a veritable sweet spot. A reduction in the U.S. corporate tax rate from 

35%, to 21%, is certainly positive news for corporate profits in 2018.  

 

In Canada, the recent resurgence in oil stocks, a potential resolution to the Trans Mountain 

pipeline expansion, and a strong US economy, are all positive signs for the underperforming 

Canadian stock market. 

 



The question remains, how much of the positive earnings news has already been discounted 

into today’s stock prices (especially south of the border)? As a result, your Fund manager 

remains cautious and highly selective in our equity choices.  

 

A study by Vanguard (the low-cost Fund company), for the period 1926 through 2011, showed 

how little factors such as earnings expectations, economic growth or the yield on the 10-year 

Treasury, explained much about future stock returns. The one factor that topped all the above 

three: valuation. Long-term valuations were the only indicators to predict future stock market 

returns in this study. A study by Crestmont Research also points to the key importance of 

“valuation” to future stock market returns. 

 

Simply stated, if you start your investment program when valuations are low (i.e.; P/E 

ratios of 10) your ultimate returns will be much higher. But, if you start your investment 

program when P/E ratios are high (i.e.; 20 P/E or higher) your total returns will be much 

more muted. 

 

Bottom line, over the long-term, “valuation” trumps “earnings” growth. History has 

demonstrated, that elevated stock market valuations are not conducive to higher long-term 

investment returns. One need only look at the history of the S&P 500. The facts show that the 

S&P 500 was dead in the water from 1966 (expensive market), until bottoming in 1980 

(inexpensive market).  

 

But, there is an important caveat.  As we’ve stated in the past, high valuations alone, are not 

the catalyst which leads to bear markets or stocks into undervalued territory. Rather, it is 

higher interest rates, which eventually can act as the catalyst to crush stock prices.  

 

The unintended consequences for your portfolio in 2018 (besides rising interest rates), can best 

be summarized in three words – Trump, Trump, and more Trump. 

 

 

Respectfully yours, **   

 

Benjamin D. Horwood 

Portfolio Manager 

April 24th, 2018 

 

 



Year - End Management Note 

 

It takes 20 years to build a reputation and five minutes to ruin it. If you think 

about that, you’ll do things differently. 

 
           Warren Buffett 

Berkshire Hathaway 
 

As we have always stated, we cannot promise any particular results, only that investments for 

your Fund will be selected based on value not popularity. We view our Fund shareholders as our 

partners, and we assure you that the protection and growth of your capital will continue to be 

paramount in our thinking. 

 

We aim not to be the biggest but to ensure consistent performance, even if that means limiting the 

Fund’s size or closing it to new investors in the future. We want to enjoy coming to work every 

day and view the Value Contrarian Fund more as a private partnership, where “membership has 

its privileges”. 

 

Secular or disruptive technological changes to an industry or company is what truly destroys 

shareholder wealth and keeps us up at night (think Nortel, Blackberry, Kodak or Blockbuster). 

Conversely, stock-market volatility or the fear and panic of a bear market are merely temporary 

but opportunistic events for the rational buyer. At the end of the day, “price paid” is what matters 

most when investing for the long-term. 

 

Being the second largest shareholder and the Manager of your Fund is certainly no guarantee of 

superior long-term results. But I do think your comfort level is enhanced by having my financial 

interests aligned with yours. Simply stated, your returns are my returns. 

 

We would like to thank our shareholders for the trust you have placed in us during the past year. 

And again, thanks for your referrals – much appreciated. 

 

Finally, an appreciative thanks to all the Value Contrarian staff. I am most thankful for the 

VCAM team’s effort and dedication (Chiraz, Anna & Yamélie) in helping us achieve 

another successful year. 

   

 

 



P.S. Do visit us at our NEW web site: www.valuecontrarian.com 

We’re often asked: “When is the best time to invest in the Value Contrarian Fund?” Although there is no best time, since it 

is impossible to time the market, a preferable entry point is when the Fund has produced a month of negative returns or a year 

of underperformance. Unfortunately, human nature prefers the exact opposite. 

 

Overall, long-term shareholders in the V/C Fund benefit from a sinking stock market, the same as a regular grocery shopper 

benefits from declining food prices. So when stock markets plummet – as they will from time to time – “neither panic nor 

mourn”. It’s good buying news for your Fund. 

 

 

This letter is not to be construed as an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell any of the securities herein named. 

At the time of reading the investments mentioned may no longer be held by the V/C Fund. This information is intended only 

for existing investors in the Fund, as of the date indicated, is not complete and is subject to change. Performance information is 

net of applicable fees unless otherwise specifically noted. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The information 

contained herein is unaudited. It has been supplied by Value Contrarian Asset Management (VCAM), the Fund's Investment 

Manager and not the Fund's Administrator who is responsible for the final calculation for the actual performance and final 

month-end Net Asset Values. Every effort has been made to ensure that the material contained herein is accurate as of 

publication. VCAM makes no representations or warranties as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and 

accepts no responsibility for any loss arising from any use of or reliance on the information contained herein. VCAM has no 

obligation to update the information at any point in the future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.valuecontrarian.com/

